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3.click next and wait for easeus data recovery wizard to scan your pc for missing data. after it is
done, you will be able to choose which file types to recover (such as photos, music, documents,

videos, etc.) and the corresponding recovery methods (including the options of scanning entire pc or
particular drive). start recover if you trust this software. 4.once you have recovered your lost files
and folders, you can save them to a new location using the free file recovery software. if you have
accidentally deleted a large amount of data, you can also check out the undelete option. the new
files and folders will replace the former ones. after the above steps, you can restore and recover
easeus data recovery wizard from your pc for free. as for the paid version, you can get a refund if

you’re not satisfied with the program’s performance. appnee.com recommends the winxmedia
professional 4.2.9.6.407. according to the net market, this program supports windows xp, vista, 7, 8,

10, 8.1, and windows server 2008 r2 and later versions. however, you can enjoy the program on
windows 10 computers if you are running the 64-bit version of the operating system. more:

winxmedia professional 4.407 this software comes with a set of automatically repair/faster and well-
known scan-first-restore scheme to recover data with and without the windows re-installation

procedure. it can be activated on a clean computer, and some problems like corrupted hdd, broken
partition or unreadable ntfs file system (even after the system re-installation) will never block the
software from repairing your important data. the program has sophisticated tools that can recover

most popular file types, including documents, photos, music, and videos. it is also supported by
other windows os like xp, vista, windows 7/8 and so on. all user needs to do is to select the device

(such as memory card, hard drive, usb stick, etc.) to scan for lost data.
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among all the free data
recovery software, easeus data

recovery wizard is the most
popular one. why? probably

because it has a wide recovery
ability and high data recovery
rate. now, the latest version of

this data recovery tool is easeus
data recovery wizard 15.2.

aside from the above software,
there are plenty of other

software to recover deleted files
such as x-recovery, ccleaner,

bulk recuva, recuva, and
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filescavenger. according to the
different operating systems

such as windows, mac os and
linux, you will find a wide choice

of software. but easeus data
recovery wizard stands out

among all of them. for example,
you can't even find the easeus

data recovery wizard in the
windows add or remove

programs. in fact, it is far more
effective than the built-in

program in windows. this is a
great tool for you to recover

deleted files. why? because it
has a wide and complete

recovery technology and a
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professional recovery manager.
in addition, it can recover both
lost files and data in the hard

disk format, memory card, and
usb flash drive. even it can
extract files from damaged

partitions and unusual devices,
so that you can not only recover
lost files, but also get the data

which you have ever lost.
furthermore, it can help you get
back the data before formatting
or overwriting. it's rather rare
for your valuable data to be

overwritten. please download
this easeus data recovery

wizard now for free. easeus
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data recovery wizard is a
perfect data recovery tool for

windows users. due to its multi-
language function, you can not

only get the data recovery
software of your own language,
but also install the software on
the devices which you want. in

other words, easeus data
recovery wizard is a universal
tool for everyone. for example,
it supports the ability to recover
files from external hard drive,
flash drive, usb drive, memory
card, etc. and it can recover
deleted files and data on the
local drive, as well as the lost
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partition file of another
partition. 5ec8ef588b
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